Acquired temperature-sensitive paralysis as a biomarker of declining neuronal function in aging Drosophila.
General locomotor activity decreases with normal aging in animals and could be partially explained by decreases in neuronal function. Voltage-gated Na(+) channels are essential in initiating and propagating rapid electrical impulses underlying normal locomotor activity and behavior in animals. Isolation of mutations conferring temperature-sensitive (ts) paralysis has been an extremely powerful paradigm for identifying genes involved in neuronal functions, such as membrane excitability and synaptic transmission. For instance, decreased expression of wild-type Na(+) channels in flies harboring the no-action-potential (nap) mutant allele (mle(napts)) confers rapid and reversible ts paralysis, because of failure of action potential propagation. Here, we report that aging wild-type Drosophila gradually develops an acquired susceptibility to ts paralysis that is indistinguishable from that seen in young ts paralytic mle(napts) mutants. Moreover, we show that this general age-dependent susceptibility is also present in mle(napts) flies, although the effects are shifted to lower temperature regimes. The mle(napts) flies also exhibit decreased lifespan and increased frailty. Paralysis and decreased lifespan of mle(napts) flies were partially rescued by increasing the dosage of para, the structural gene for the major action potential Na(+) channel in central nervous system of Drosophila. Lastly, we show a dramatic scaling of ts paralysis susceptibility with chronological age in short-lived and long-lived mutant flies, further demonstrating that this age-dependent risk is independent of genetic background. Thus, decreased neural transmission, a hallmark of which is ts paralysis, is a biomarker of aging.